Kawanakajima

1561

Armies consist of clans, each of which is represented by one or more units. Each unit is identified by a letter and a
color – which denote the Clan, and has the following characteristics :
Fire
Clan
Leadership
Elan
Mass
A unit can be in one of four States: in Good Order, Shaken, Disorganized and Exhausted.
Shaken and Exhausted Statuses
are indicated by placing a
marker on top of the unit.
Clans can be in one of four different Modes: Attack, Defense (no marker), Move and Regroup. Depending on its Mode, the
Clan can or must perform various actions at particular points in a turn.

Turn Marker:

A game of Sengoku Jidai consists of several turns. In each turn, players first put
Activation Chits into a Selection Bowl, and then Chits are drawn at random.

There are 3 types of Chits: Clan Activation Chits, Compulsory Activation Chits and Special Activation Chits.
Clan
Activation Chit:

Activates the Clan whose letter is on the Chit. Drawing this Chit allows the Clan
to change Mode.

Special
Activation Chit:

Allows the player to perform special actions depending on his Battle Plan, which
he secretly chose before the battle.

Compulsory Activation Chits: they are always placed in the Selection Bowl at the start of each turn. They simulate actions
which are outside the immediate control of the army commander.
Move Chit:

Combat Chit:

Rally Chit:

Allows all Clans in Move Mode to move.
Force units of Clans in Attack Mode to engage the enemy, and obliges all others
in contact with the enemy to fight. The color of the Chit denotes which army’s
Clans are activated.
Clans in Regroup Mode either retreat from the enemy or try to Rally (improve
their Status) if already in a position of safety.

Clan Initiative Chit: Gives some hard-pressed Clans an opportunity to respond.

Other markers
Samurai marker

Defensive Position
Marker

Bundori Marker

Control Marker

Leader Lost
Marker
Out of Combat
Marker
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What remains of the fallen warriors
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markers near their respective Tracks. Put the Control Markers
near the fortress map. Note that the Manpower, Out of Combat
and Control Markers are not needed in the historical scenario.

1 ｰ Introduction
This game simulates the fourth battle of Kawanakajima. It is the
first in the Sengoku Jidai series, which will simulate battles in 16th
and 17th Century Japan. Each player, taking the role of an army
commander, must come up with a battle plan, and then try to put
it into action. The game’s mechanisms simulate in an abstract way
the limited control which the commander has over his troops once
the battle has begun.

2 ｰ Components
2.1. Counters: The game uses three types of counter:
• Markers, which indicate the state of units, the Mode of Clans,
or to help resolve sieges;
• Activation chits, which govern the flow of the game. There
are three types: Compulsory Activation Chits, Clan Activation
Chits and Special Activation Chits;
• Combat units, which make up the Clans of each army. These
are double-sided: one side is used when the unit is Good Order
or Shaken, and the other side is used if the unit is Disorganized
or Exhausted [5.3].
The players will need a single opaque container, such as a coffee
cup, from which both players’ Activation Chits will be randomly
drawn. This is referred to as the Selection Bowl.
2.2. The map: The map represents the battlefield. A hexagonal
grid is provided to govern the placement of units. A hexagon (or
a hex) with a hex-side which is not drawn on the map represents
impassable terrain. Partial hexes (denoting riverbanks) are
playable. The map contains a Turn Track, an area to store the
Compulsory Activation Chits that have been drawn in the current
turn, a Victory Point (VP) Track and a “Bundori” Track. If there is
more than 1 terrain type in a hex, the following rules apply:

Next, both players secretly choose a Battle Plan [7] for their army
to follow. The Plan can not be changed during the game. If the
Plan is active at the start of the battle (which is specified by the
scenario rules), the player should note on the Battle Plan Log the
Special Activities which can be assigned to the Special Activation
Chits, and put the Special Activation Chits in their Reserve box on
the Honjin.
Next, both players choose a Mode for each of their Clans,
remembering that these must conform to the overall Battle Plan.
Put Mode Markers [6.2] next to the units (or on the Honjin if
playing with additional Fog of War [2.3]).
Finally, put the Clan Activation Chits for all Clans in play in the
Reserve box on the Honjin.

4 ｰ Sequence of play
4.1. Overview: The game consists of turns, each of variable length.
At the start of a turn, both players put Activation Chits in the
Selection Bowl [8.3, 8.4]. Each turn then consists of a number of
Activations, in each of which an Activation Chit is drawn at random
from the Selection Bowl. Each Activation Chit will allow one or
more Clans to perform actions according to the Clan’s Mode.
4.2. Turn sequence: A game turn consists of a Command Phase,
several (for most turns, at least five) Activation Phases, and an End
of Turn Phase. These are executed as follows:
Command Phase
1. Each player updates their Delay Track [8.1].
2. Each player determines the number of Command Points [8.2].
3. Each player can attempt to activate their Battle Plan [7.2].
4. Each player chooses Activation Chits for this turn [8.3].
Activation Phase

• for movement, use the terrain which costs the most
movement points;

1. One of the players (it does not matter which) draws a Chit
from the Selection Bowl.

• for combat,
applies.

2. One or both players perform the actions associated with that
Activation Chit, depending on its type (Clan Activation Chit,
Compulsory Activation Chit, Special Activation Chit) [9.1].

the defender can choose which terrain type

The scale can vary between the games in the series, and will be
specified in the scenario-specific rules. To calculate the distance
between two hexes, count the destination hex but not the hex of
origin.
2.3. Player aids: Each player has a player aid, the Honjin (in
Japanese, this means the battlefield headquarters). The Honjin is
used to store the Activation Chits when they are not in the Selection
Bowl: the Reserve box is used to keep the Activation Chits which
are currently available to the player, and the boxes marked 1 to 4
represent the Delay Track [8.1]. The Honjin also has a Command
Point Table, which is consulted at the start of each turn [8.2]. The
rest of the Honjin is used to record the Mode of each Clan. If both
players agree, the Honjins can be kept out of their opponent’s sight:
this introduces some Fog of War by keeping secret the available
Chits and the Clans’ Modes [6.2].
A double-sided game aid contains the tables needed during play.
2.4. Dice: The rules will often instruct the players to roll one sixsided die (d6) or the sum of two dice added together (2d6).

3 ｰ Set up
Place the units on the map in accordance with the rules for that
scenario [17, 18]. Place the Victory Point marker on the map with
the score at 0 VPs. Put the Bundori, Manpower and Out of Combat

3. If the five Compulsory Activation Chits have not yet been
drawn, go back to 1 and begin a new Activation Phase.
End of Turn Phase
A turn ends when the five Compulsory Activation Chits
have been drawn and acted on [Exception: 16.5]. Then
perform the following:
1. Place any Clan Activation Chits remaining in the
Selection Bowl in the owning player’s Reserve Box on their
Honjin. Place any Special Activation Chits remaining in the
Selection Bowl in the “1” box on the owning player’s Delay
Track on their Honjin.
2. If it is the last turn of the game, then consult the Victory
Conditions in the scenario-specific instructions to decide
who has won. If it is not the last turn, then the players should
play a new turn, starting with another Command Phase.
“To move the shade” is used when you can not see the enemy’s
spirit. When you can not see the enemy’s position, indicate that
you are about to attack strongly, to discover his resources.

The Book of Five Rings.
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For each level gained through Rally, increase (improve) the unit’s
State according to the following:
Exhausted → Disorganized → Shaken → Good Order

5 ｰ Units and their State
5.1. Units: A Clan is composed of one or more combat units. Each
counter contains the following characteristics (see the inside cover
of the rulebook):
• the Clan: a letter, a color and a name identifies the Clan to
which the unit belongs;
• Élan: this value measures factors such as the unit’s mobility,
its boldness in attack, and the advantage that cavalry have
over infantry when attacking;
• Mass: this value represents the number of soldiers in the
unit;
• Firepower: the Firepower value is shown by the number of
dots (•) in the top right of the counter;
• Leadership: this value is represented by the number of
horizontal bars underneath the Firepower value. It symbolizes
the presence of one or more noteworthy individuals, who need
not necessarily be “leaders” in the usual sense of the word.
Each side has an Army Commander. The counter representing the
Army Commander is always part of Clan A, and has a band of a
different color than the other counters. In this battle, the Army
Commanders are Takeda Shingen and Uesugi Kenshin.
There is no concept of “facing” in this game, and so players are
free to orient the counters as they wish. The particular illustration
on the counter has no significance in game terms.
5.2. Zone of Control (ZOC): Each unit potentially affects the 6
hexes adjacent to its own: these are known as its Zone of Control
(ZOC). However, a ZOC does not extend across an impassable hexside unless the unit has a Firepower rating of at least 1. ZOCs are
not affected by the presence of other ZOCs, nor friendly or enemy
units.
Only units from a clan in Attack Mode (or, in some cases, Defense
Mode) may enter an enemy ZOC, and only by expending 2 MP on
top of the usual cost of entering that hex. The unit must then stop
in that hex.
A unit can not leave an enemy ZOC in its movement phase, unless
conducting a Retreat [9.3.1]. ZOCs have no effect on advances
after combat [11.13].
5.3. The State of a unit: A unit is always in one of the five
following States (listed in decreasing order of performance): Good
Order, Shaken, Disorganized, Exhausted, Eliminated (the unit
is out of the game). Unless otherwise indicated in the scenario
instructions, all units start the battle in Good Order. Flip the unit
when it is Disorganized, and use State Markers to denote Shaken
and Exhausted units. If no marker is present, then the unit is in
Good Order or Disorganized State, depending on which way up
the counter is.
A unit’s State will change through combat [11.7] and rally [12.1].
Each State is associated with a modifier which corresponds to the
number of Step Losses suffered (see the table of States on the
Game Aid).
For each Step Loss suffered, reduce (worsen) the State of the unit
according to the following:
Good Order → Shaken → Disorganized → Exhausted → Eliminated

Example: A Shaken unit suffers 2 Step Losses: it is now Exhausted.
Flip the unit and apply the Exhausted Marker. A unit in Good
Order suffers 4 Step Losses: it is now Eliminated (remove it from
the board). Losing 2 or more Step Losses in combat, and being
Eliminated in combat, both trigger a leader loss roll [11.11].

Example: A Disorganized unit which gains 2 levels through Rally is
in Good Order. Flip the unit.

6 ｰ Clans and Modes
6.1. An army is organized into different Clans. A Clan consists of
one or more units with the same identifier (i.e. a letter, a color and
a name). A Clan’s actions are determined by its Mode. A Clan can
have only one Mode at a time. At the start of the battle, the Mode
of a player’s Clans is limited by the Battle Plan [7] that was chosen
by the player for his army.

Designer’s note: A Clan is a general term used to denote a part of
an army; in most cases, it represents a clan in its historical sense,
but sometimes it refers to a group of small clans, or a part of a very
large clan.
6.2. A Clan’s Mode is indicated by a Mode Marker, which is
placed on top of one of the Clan’s units. A Clan with no marker
is considered to be in Defense Mode. Each Mode places certain
restrictions and obligations on all the units in the Clan [6.5].
If both players agree, place the Mode markers in the boxes
representing each Clan on the Honjin (a vacant box corresponds
to Defense Mode). This will keep each Clan’s Mode hidden from
the opposing player and increase the Fog of War [2.3].
6.3. Important: Each unit of a Clan must, if at all possible, remain
adjacent to at least one other unit of the Clan so as to form an
unbroken line of units in adjacent hexes. There is no penalty for
breaking this rule, but when a Clan is activated, the player must
try to re-unite any Clans which have become separated, but all the
time conforming to the rules governing its Mode.
“To renew” applies when we are fighting with the enemy, and an
entangled spirit arises where there is no possible resolution. We
must abandon our efforts, think of the situation in a fresh spirit
then win in the new rhythm. To renew, when we are deadlocked
with the enemy, means that without changing our circumstance
we change our spirit and win through a different technique.

The Book of Five Rings.
6.4. Changing Mode: When a Clan is activated, the player can
first try to change its Mode. To do this, roll a die and add the
Leadership value of one of the units in the Clan (player’s choice).
If the result is equal to or greater than the value listed on the
Mode Change Table (having compared the current Mode with
the desired Mode), then the Clan has successfully changed Mode.
The player should change the Mode Marker, and the units of the
Clan immediately conform to their new Mode. If the result is less
than the value on the Mode Change Table, then the Clan does not
change Mode.
6.5. The Modes: There are four possible Modes, and they are
described below.
Attack Mode
Movement ability: 5 Movement Points (MP).
Description: If no enemy unit is within 6 hexes of any unit of
the Clan when a chit is drawn which activates the Clan, the Clan
must enter Regroup Mode with immediate affect (enemy units on
the other side of a river, even if fordable, may be ignored for the
purpose of this rule if the active player wishes). If an enemy unit
is within 6 hexes of any unit of the Clan, then the units of the Clan
must, when activated, move towards the closest enemy unit. If
the Clan consists of more than one unit, the active player chooses
which unit will move first. That unit must spend all its MPs moving
towards the closest enemy unit in terms of MPs (the active player
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can choose if there is a tie, and enemy units already in the ZOC of
a friendly unit may be ignored for the purpose of this rule). The
other units of the Clan must then move so as to end up adjacent to
the first unit. If this is not possible, they must spend all their MPs
to minimize the distance between them. The units of the Clan must
assault all enemy units in their ZOC.
Move Mode
Movement ability: 4 MP.
Description: The units of the Clan can move freely but can not
enter an enemy ZOC. The units must assault enemy units in their
ZOC unless [11.2] applies.
Defense Mode
Movement ability: 3 MP.
Description: The units of the Clan can move freely but can not
enter an enemy ZOC unless the enemy unit exerting the ZOC is
in the ZOC of another friendly unit. The units must assault enemy
units in their ZOC unless [11.2] applies.
Regroup Mode
Movement ability: 0 MP.
Description: The units of the Clan can attempt to Rally [12.1] if
they are not in a ZOC. The units must fight enemy units in their
ZOC unless [11.2] applies.

7 ｰ Armies and the Battle Plan
7.1. Before the game, each player secretly chooses a Battle Plan
for his army. Each Battle Plan gives special abilities, allows special
activities through the use of Special Activation Chits, and may
restrict the initial Mode of the army’s Clans. The choice of Battle
Plan remains secret until a player uses a special ability or uses one
of the Special Activities provided by the Battle Plan.
7.2. Activating the Battle Plan: In some scenarios of Sengoku
Jidai, an army’s Battle Plan is not active at the start of the battle.
If an army does not have an active Battle Plan, then it can not use
any of the Special Abilities, and it can not use its Special Activation
Chits. To activate the Plan, the Army Commander needs to spend
Command Points. To do this, the player should note on a sheet of
paper the number of Command Points (CP) he wants to spend to
try to activate the Battle Plan. These CPs are then not available
to activate Clans on this turn, but they do accumulate from one
round to another. The player can then attempt to activate his Plan
by rolling 2d6. If the result is less than or equal to the number of
CPs accumulated so far, then the plan is immediately activated.
All Clans whose units are not located in enemy ZOC must change
their Mode to conform to the Plan, and all the special abilities and
Special Activation Chits are immediately playable (place them in
the Reserve Box on the player’s Honjin). If the result is greater
than the number of CPs accumulated so far, the player deducts
from his accumulated CPs the difference between the result of the
die roll and the number of accumulated CPs. The player can not
try to activate his Plan again until the next Command Phase.

Example: The player commanding the Shingen army has accumulated
7 Command Points in the 2 previous turns . He tries to activate his
Battle Plan by throwing 2d6, but rolls a 10. His Plan is not activated,
and his number of CPs falls to 4 (i.e. 7 - (10 - 7)). The player can not
roll again until the next Command Phase.

Ganko [Birds in flight]
Description: A flexible formation which allows the army to react
to the situation.
Initial Mode: Player’s choice.
Special activities: 1× ‘Attack’ ; 3× ‘Retreat’.
Special Abilities: +1 modifier when rolling on the Command Points
Table.
Kuruma Gakari [Swirling Winds]
Description: Attacks the enemy in successive waves.
Initial Mode: Player’s choice.
Special activities: 6× ‘Attack’ ; 6× ‘Retreat’; 1× ‘Impulsive Attack’
(given to the player’s opponent when the first `Retreat’ Special
Activation Chit is drawn from the Selection Bowl).
Special Abilities: None.
Gyorin [Shell]
Description: Part of the army is entrenched, while the other
charges at a weak point of the enemy
Initial Mode: Player’s choice.
Special activities: 4× ‘Attack’ ; 3× ‘Retreat’
Special Abilities: When setting up the scenario, the player rolls
a d6 on the Command Point Table and receives a number of
defensive position markers [11.8] equal to the CP indicated.
Koyaku [Yoke]
Description: Elastic defense to absorb the shock of a fierce assault
Initial Mode: Defense or movement.
Special activities: 6× ‘Retreat’.
Special Abilities: +1 bonus when rolling on the Rally Table. If the
result before modification is a 6, the Clan may immediately adopt
Defense Mode.
If units in the Clan suffer a result of ‘d21’’ in Combat, roll a d6 and
instead apply the result from the table below:

d21 becomes ...

1

2-3

4-6

dE2

d1RR

dRR

Kokuyoku [Wings of the crane]
Description: Maneuver to encircle the enemy.
Initial Mode: Players’ choice.
Special activities: 4× ‘Attack’ ; 4× ‘Retreat’ ; 4× ‘Combined
Maneuver’.
Special Abilities: None.
Saku [Keyhole]
Description: Defend in place.
Initial Mode: Defense.
Special activities: 3 × ‘Retreat’.
Special Abilities: When setting up the scenario, the player rolls d6
on the Command Point Table and receives a number of defensive
position markers [11.8] equal to the CP indicated.
If units in the Clan suffer a result of ‘dRR’ in combat, roll a d6 and
instead apply the result from the table below:

7.3. The choice of Battle Plans: There are seven possible Battle
Plans. They are described below.

1
dR becomes ...
R

d2

2
1

3-4

d1R

R

d1

1

5-6
-
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Hoshi [Arrowhead]
Description: A huge, impetuous assault.
Initial Mode: Attack or Move.
Special activities: 8 × ‘Attack’, 1 x `Retreat’, 3× ‘Impulsive Attack’
(given to the player’s opponent when the first combat is initiated
by the player).
Special Abilities: +2 modifier to the d6 on the Mode Change Table
if trying to change to Attack Mode, and -1 modifier to the die on
the Mode Change Table if trying to change out of Attack Mode.

8 ｰ The command phase
8.1. Advance the Chits on the Delay Track: At the beginning
of the Command Phase, each player should put all the Activation
Chits in the `1’ box of the Delay Track on their Honjin into the
Selection Bowl. Then each player should move the Activation Chits
remaining on the Delay Track one box to the right.
8.2. Command Points: Each player’s Honjin contains a Command
Point Table. Each player throws a d6 [exception: 17.2] and applies
the following modifiers:
–1: If the clan of the Army Commander (who is in Clan A [5.1]) is
not in Defense Mode;
–?: subtract the score indicated on the Bundori Track [11.11]).
Each player receives the CPs indicated by the Command Point
Table. These can be used to select Activation Chits [8.3], or to
attempt to activate the Battle Plan [7.2]. CPs used to activate the
Battle Plan are accumulated from turn to turn, but the other CPs
can only be used in that turn; any unused ones are lost.
8.3. Choose Activation Chits for the forthcoming turn: At a
cost of 1 CP per Chit, each player chooses Activation Chits from
the Reserve box of his Honjin that he wishes to be placed into
the Activation Bowl this turn (Note that the variable nature of the
turn’s length means that some of the Chits might not be drawn).
If he chooses a Clan Activation Chit, the Chit is placed directly
into the Selection Bowl only if the distance between the Army
Commander and a unit of the chosen Clan is less than or equal
to 9 MP. If the distance is greater than or equal to 10 MP, then
the Clan Activation Chit is placed on the Delay Track in the box
corresponding to the number of MP divided by 10 (rounded
down).

Example: The player with the Takeda army chooses to activate a Clan
which is 17 MP from the Army Commander. The Clan Activation
Chit is placed in the ‘1’ box on the Delay Track. It will be placed in
the Selection Bowl in the next turn [8.1].
If he chooses a Special Activation Chit, it is placed directly into
the Selection Bowl, and the player must record the following
information on his Battle Plan Log:
• the number of the Activation Chit;
• the specific activity assigned to that Chit [9.5];
• the Clan or Clans affected by this special activity.
8.4. The players should then put all of the Compulsory Activation
Chits into the Selection Bowl.
If the enemy thinks of the mountains, attack like
the sea; and if he thinks of the sea, attack like the
mountains. You must research this deeply.

The Book of Five Rings.
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9 ｰ Activating Clans
9.1. Clans are activated by drawing Chits during the Activation
Phase [4.2]. There are 3 types of Chit: Compulsory Activation Chits,
Clan Activation Chits, and Special Activation Chits. The restrictions
imposed by a Clan’s Mode [6.5] apply whatever type of Activation
Chit is drawn.
9.2. Activation delay: A player may decline to activate a Clan
indicated by a Clan Activation Chit or a Special Activation Chit
that has just been drawn. Simply put the Chit back in the Selection
Bowl, and draw another. However, this second Chit must be
accepted, and Compulsory Activation Chits can never be declined
or put back in the Bowl in this way.
9.3. The Compulsory Activation Chits: There are 5 Compulsory
Activation Chits (1 × ‘Rally’, 1 × ‘Move’ × 2 ‘Combat!’, 1 ×
‘Initiative’), and they are always placed into the Selection Bowl
at the start of each turn [8.4]. They correspond to actions that
take place in a systematic way, but out of the control of the Army
Commanders. Once activated, the Chits are placed in the boxes
below the Turn Track on the map. Note that the turn ends after
the five Compulsory Activation Chits have been drawn and acted
on [4.2]. Their effects are described below:
9.3.1. Rally Chit
When this Chit is drawn, units of both armies might have to
Retreat, Pursue or Rally, depending on their Mode.
• Retreat: Units of Clans of both armies which are in Regroup Mode
and are less than 4 hexes from an enemy unit must Retreat. These
units must move so as to be 4 hexes away from the closest enemy,
and must not enter an enemy ZOC at any point of this move. If
a Clan has several units, the player chooses one unit to retreat
first. The remaining units will then move, if possible, so as to be
adjacent to the first unit and at least 4 hexes away from enemy
units. If this is not possible, they remain in place. The choice of
which unit to move first may therefore be critical. Clans of both
armies are retreated simultaneously. This means that if opposing
Clans both in Regroup Mode are less than 4 hexes away from each
other when the Chit is drawn, then both Clans must Retreat.
• Pursuit: A unit of a Clan in Attack Mode must Pursue an enemy
unit that retreats if the enemy unit began the retreat in the unit’s
ZOC. The friendly unit follows the same path as the retreating
unit, but must stop if it enters an enemy ZOC. If a retreating unit
is located in several units’ ZOC, only one unit (owning player’s
choice) can pursue.
• Units of Clans in Regroup Mode of both armies which did not
retreat and which are not in an enemy ZOC may try to Rally
[12.1].
9.3.2. Move Chit
Units of Clans of both armies in Move Mode can move (4 MPs).
No combat takes place. Players activate their Clans alternately,
starting with the one who rolls the highest score on a d6 (re-roll if
a tie).
9.3.3. Combat! Chit
There is a ‘Combat!’ Chit for each army. Units in Clans of the army
specified by the Chit and which are in Attack Mode must move one
hex towards the closest enemy unit. Enemy units already located
in a ZOC of a friendly unit can be ignored for this purpose. Then
all units in the army specified by the Chit, regardless of their Clan’s
Mode, are activated for Combat [11.1].
9.3.4. ‘Initiative’ Chit
When this Chit is drawn, units of Clans of both armies in Move,
Regroup or Defense Mode may be able to take an action, as
described below.
• Clans of both armies in Move or Regroup Mode where at least
one unit is located in an enemy ZOC can attempt to change Mode
[6.4] but only to Defense Mode. If the result of the d6 is equal
to 1, the Clan must immediately Retreat [9.3.1] and adopt Regroup
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Mode.

• Units of Clans of both armies in Defense Mode which are not
adjacent to any other unit of the same Clan may attempt to move
to an adjacent hex in order to reunite in accordance with [6.3]. To
see if this movement is allowed, roll on the Mode Change Table
[6.4] for each Clan as if changing from Defense Mode to Move
Mode. The one hex movement must reduce the distance separating
them.
9.4. Clan Activation Chits:
A Clan Activation Chit is characterized by a color and a letter.
When this Chit is drawn, it enables all units belonging to the Clan
of that letter of the Army marked with that color to be activated.
When activating a Clan, perform the following actions in order:
a. Mode Change: the player can attempt to change the Mode
of the Clan [6.4].
b. Movement: the Clan’s units can move [10.1].
c. Combat: the Clan’s units can or must engage in Combat
[11.1].
d. Rally: the Clan’s units can attempt to Rally [12.1].
These actions are subject to the constraints imposed by the Clan’s
Mode. When the Clan’s activation has finished, place the Chit in
the Reserve box of the player’s Honjin.
9.5. Special Activation Chits:
Each player has four Special Activation Chits numbered 1 to 4. The
Activations which can be attributed to these Chits are described
below [9.5.2 to 9.5.5]. Special Activation Chits which are not
drawn during the Activation Phase [4.2] are placed in the 1 box on
the Delay Track on the player’s Honjin at the end of the turn, but
the activity assigned to the Chit can not be changed at this time.
9.5.1. Choosing the activity for the Special Activation Chit
Each Battle Plan [7.3] allows a number of special activities which
can be chosen during the battle. A form is provided to keep a
record of these (see the last page of the rulebook).
When a player decides to put a Special Activation Chit in the
Selection Bowl, he assigns to it one of the available special activities
[8.3]. Provided the player has not exhausted his quota of special
activities, a Special Activation Chit that has been drawn in this turn
can be given a new special activity in a following turn.

Example: The player of the Takeda army chooses the Battle Plan
“Ganko”, and this Plan is active at the start of the battle. He has
four special activities (1 × ‘Attack’ and 3 × ‘Retreat’) that can be
attributed to the Special Activation Chits. Note that each of his four
Chits will be used only once in the game, since the Ganko Battle
Plan only allows for four special activities.
9.5.2. Special activity ‘Attack’

A initiates a combat. Player B immediately gains 3 Impetuous Attack
special activities. In the Command Phase of turn 2, he decides to
assign one of the Impetuous Attack special activities to one of his
Special Activation Chits, and places it in the Selection Bowl without
spending a CP. The Chit is drawn during the Activation Phase.
Player B then chooses to apply Impetuous Attack to Player A’s Clan
B. That Clan immediately enters Attack Mode, and is then activated.
If the Chit had not been drawn during that turn, then it would have
been placed in the 1 box on the Delay Track on Player B’s Honjin at
the end of the turn. The Chit would continue to be associated with
the Impetuous Attack special activity.
9.5.4. Special activity ‘Retreat’
The Clan to which this activation applies immediately enters
Regroup Mode, and the units must Retreat [9.3.1].
9.5.5. Special activity ‘Combined Maneuver’
This special activity allows the player to attempt to activate up
to four Clans simultaneously. When the Chit is drawn, the player
rolls a d6 for each Clan he wishes to Activate, and adds to each roll
the Leadership value of any unit in the respective Clan.
• All the Clans for whom a result greater than or equal to 3 are
activated simultaneously as if they were one Clan.
• A Clan for which the result is a 1 (before modification) immediately
adopts Regroup Mode, and the opposing player can then move the
units in this Clan up to 4 hexes in any direction, but complying
with [6.3] and without entering a ZOC.

10 ｰ Movement
10.1. When a Clan is activated, the Clan’s units may move, one
at a time, subject to their Movement Ability (MA), which depends
upon the Clan’s Mode. The Clan’s Mode may also govern how the
units can move.
10.2. Units move from hex to adjacent hex, spending a number
of Movement Points (MP) equal to the cost of terrain in the hex
(see the Terrain Table). Some terrain features are indicated on the
sides of hexes (such as fords and streams), and these increase the
cost to enter adjacent hexes. In no case can a unit spend more MPs
that its MA. Any unused MPs are lost.
10.3. No hex can contain more than one unit (but there is no limit
on the number of markers in a hex).
10.4. A unit which moves off the map is Eliminated.

The Clan activated by this Chit immediately adopts Attack Mode.
The Clan’s units have a movement ability of 6 MP (instead of 5)
during this activation only, and have a +2 combat modifier when
determining the appropriate column in the case of a Charge
[11.5].
9.5.3. Special activity ‘Impetuous Attack’
• This special activity may become available if either player chooses
the Battle Plans “Hoshi” or “Kuruma Gakari”. However, this special
activity is available not by that player, but by his opponent, and
only from the moment listed in the description of the Battle Plan
[7.3]. From that point on, the player’s opponent can then choose
the `Impetuous Attack’ for one of his Special Activation Chits as if
it were his own, and this Special Activation Chit can be chosen for
free (ie, without spending a CP). When the Chit is drawn, the player
chooses one of his opponent’s Clans, and that Clan immediate
enters Attack Mode, and is then activated normally (by its owning
player) [9.4].

Example: Player A has chosen Battle Plan “Hoshi”. In turn 1, Player

Win first, fight later,
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11 ｰ Combat
11.1. If a Combat Chit, a Clan Activation Chit or a Special Activation
Chit to which ‘Attack’, ‘Impetuous attack’ or ‘Combined Maneuver
has been assigned is drawn, then the units of the Activated Clan(s)
must enter combat with any enemy units in their ZOC. All enemy
units in the ZOC of active units must be attacked.
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11.2. Units of Clans which are not in Attack Mode are not obliged
to attack in some cases, as follows:
• if all enemy units in their ZOC are attacked by other units in
the current combat phase;
• if the enemy units are on the other side of a ford;
• if they are under a ‘defensive position’ marker [11.8].
11.3. An active unit can only participate in one battle in a single
activation phase. Similarly, an enemy unit can not be attacked
more than once during a single activation phase. But friendly units
can combine forces to attack a single enemy unit, and a single
friendly unit can attack more than 1 enemy unit in a single battle,
and it may be necessary to do this in order to fulfil [11.1].
11.4. Combined attack: If the active player wants or must
organize a combined attack (as described in [11.3]) with units
from different Clans, he must roll 1d6 for each Clan. The Clan or
Clans which roll the higher or highest score may participate in
the battle. If more than 1 Clan rolls the highest score, those Clans
attack simultaneously. The other Clans may not participate in the
battle or any other combat during that activation phase, but they
may provide Support [11.6].

Game notes: If a single Clan rolled the highest score on the d6,
then it will attack alone. This reflects the difficulty of coordinating
actions between Clans.
11.5. There are 4 different cases in which combat can arise,
depending on the circumstances of the units involved on both
sides.
• if a unit was moved in this Activation in order to come into
contact with an enemy unit, then the unit executes a Charge.
• a unit whose Clan is in Attack Mode, and which is the target
of a Charge, executes a Counter Charge.
• a unit whose clan is not in Attack Mode, and which is the
target of a Charge, closes ranks (Yari fusuma).
• if the units are already adjacent to each other, then there is
a Melee.
Different characteristics (Élan, Mass, Firepower) will be applied in
different ways to resolve the combat, depending on which of these
cases applies, as detailed on the Game Aid [11.6].
11.6. Battles are resolved using the Combat Table. To resolve a
battle, the players determine the Column Score (COL) and the Line
Score (LIN). The box at the intersection of the Column Score (COL)
and the Line Score (LIN) gives the result, which applies to all units
that participated in combat. The Column Score and Line Score are
each made up of a value that depends on the characteristics of the
participating units (see the Game Aid) plus modifiers plus 2d6 (it
is suggested that players roll the blue dice for COL and the red
dice for LIN).

Example: a unit of Uesugi’s army (unit A, with élan 2 and mass 3)
attacks two units of Takeda’s army (unit B, with élan 1 and mass 2,
and unit C with élan 1 and mass 2) with a Charge. Unit B is in Attack
Mode, and so executes a Counter Charge. Unit C is in Defense Mode,
and does not Counter Charge. The modifier to the Column Score is:
2 (élan of A) -1 (élan of B) = +1. The modifier to the Line Score is:
3 (mass of A) - 2 (mass of B) - 3 (elan + mass C) = -2. No modifiers
apply. The Uesugi player rolls a 6, and the Takeda player rolls an
8. The final scores are 7 for the Column Score, and 6 for the Line
Score.
The modifiers are as follows:
• To the Column Score:
(+): The smallest (i.e. least bad) State Modifier of the enemy units;
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+1 for Support: if a friendly unit who is not involved in a
combat in this Activation Phase exerts a ZOC on one of the
units being attacked, and the friendly unit itself is not in the
ZOC of any other enemy units;
-2: if the attacking unit belongs to a Clan in Move or Regroup
Mode;
+2: if the enemy unit belongs to a Clan in Move or Regroup
Mode;
• To the Column or Line Score (player’s choice, but must be chosen
before the dice are thrown):
(+): The Leadership value of one active unit (attacker’s
choice);
(-): The Leadership value of one enemy unit (defender’s
choice);
To find the result of the battle, look at the Combat Table and
find the box at the intersection of the Column Score (COL) and
the Line Score (LIN). The result applies only to the units which
participated in combat.
11.7. If the result of a battle takes the form ‘aMN’, then it applies
to the attacking units.
• The value ‘M’ indicates the number of Step Losses which
must be suffered by any one unit (chosen by the attacker);
• The value ‘N’ indicates the number of Step Losses suffered
by all other units.

Example: The result of a combat involving 3 units attacking together
and 1 unit in defense is ‘a21’. The attacker must chose one of his
units to suffer 2 Step Losses, and the 2 other units suffer 1 Step
Loss each. The Step Losses are indicated by placing or changing
the State Markers.
If the result of a battle takes the form ‘dXY’, then it applies to the
defending units:
• The value ‘X’ indicates the number of Step Losses which
must be suffered by any one unit (chosen by the defender);
• The value ‘Y’ indicates the number of Step Losses suffered
by all other units.
If the value ‘M’ or ‘X’ is equal to ‘E’, then the unit chosen by the
attacker or defender is eliminated. If the value ‘X’ or ‘Y’ contains
an ‘R’, the defending units must retreat one hex (without entering
a ZOC). If they can not retreat, then they suffer 1 Step Loss and
remain in place.

Example: The result of a combat involving one attacking unit and 2
defending units is ‘dE2’. The defender must choose one unit which
is eliminated; the other unit suffers 2 Step Losses. Suppose that the
result of combat was ‘d1RR’. One of the defender’s units suffers 1
Step Loss, and both units must retreat a hex. If they have their backs
to a river (impassable terrain), they can not retreat, and remain in
place, but suffer an additional Step Loss each.
If the result is ‘a1-d1’, then one of the attacking units (chosen
by the attacker) and one of the defending units (chosen by the
defender) each suffer 1 Step Loss.
11.8. Defensive Position: Defensive Position Markers are
available to players who choose the Battle Plans “Saku” or “Gyorin”
[7.3]. The Markers must start the game stacked with a unit [3]. No
hex can contain more than one such marker. The marker can not
be moved, and it is permanently removed from the game if the
unit associated with it vacates the hex for any reason. The units
of a Clan in Defense Mode and in a hex with a Defensive Position
Marker enjoy the following benefits when they are attacked:

(-): the largest (i.e. worst) State Modifier of the active units;

• the Elan value of attacking units is limited to 1, with any left
over added to the Mass value (see [11.10]);

(-): Terrain effects (see the Terrain Table);

• -1 modifier to the Column Score [11.6];

-1: if an enemy unit belongs to a Clan in Defense Mode and is
under a Defensive Position Marker [11.8];

• They may use their Firepower even in a Mêlée [11.9].

Sengoku Jidai
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Design Note: These markers simulate the troops in prepared
defensive positions, the use of stockades or pallisades, etc..
11.9. Using Firearms in combat. A unit belonging to a Clan in
Defense Mode and stacked with a Defensive Position Marker, or
which can benefit from a terrain modifier associated with a ford,
may make use of its Firepower even in a Mêlée [11.5].

Everything can collapse. Houses, bodies, and enemies
collapse when their rhythm becomes deranged. When the
enemy starts to collapse you must pursue him without
letting the chance go. If you fail to take advantage
of your enemy’s collapse, they may recover.

The Book of Five Rings.

11.10. Difficult Terrain: When a unit Charges [11.5] against an
enemy unit in a hex with difficult terrain (see the Combat Table),
it can only use a single point of Élan. Any leftover is added to its
Mass value when resolving the combat.

Example: A unit of Takeda’s army (Élan: 2, Mass: 2) Charges a unit
of Uesugi’s army in a wooded hex. For the determination of the
Column and Line Scores, the unit of Takeda’s army is treated as if it
had an Élan of 1 and a Mass of 3.
Victory and defeat are matters of the
temporary force of circumstances.
The way of avoiding shame is different. It is simply in death.

Hagakure
11.11. Leader Loss - Bundori: When a unit with a Leadership
value is involved in combat, there is a chance that a leader is killed.
If the unit suffers 2 or more Step Losses or is eliminated, then roll
a d6: the leader dies on a roll of 1 (put a Leader Lost Marker on
the unit). If the unit is eliminated, the leader is instead killed on a
roll of 4 or less. Each point of Leadership eliminated is recorded
on the Bundori track on the map.

12 ｰ Rally
12.1. Only units in a Clan in Regroup Mode who have not retreated
and who are not in a ZOC may try to Rally. To make a Rally check,
roll a d6 for each unit, and add the Leadership value of any unit of
the Clan. The result is given on the Rally Table. A unit may recover
one, two or three levels of State [5.3]. Update state markers on the
unit if necessary.
12.2. If the result is a ‘1’ before modification, then all units of the
Clan immediately Retreat [9.3.1].
When we are fighting with the enemy, even when it can
be seen that we can win on the surface with the benefit
of the Way, if his spirit is not extinguished, he may be
beaten superficially yet undefeated in spirit deep inside.
With this principle of “penetrating the depths” we can
destroy the enemy’s spirit in its depths, demoralizing him
by quickly changing our spirit. This often occurs.
Penetrating the depths means penetrating with the long sword,
penetrating with the body, and penetrating with the spirit.

11.12. Rout: When a unit is eliminated, there is a chance that other
units of the same Clan will Rout. Roll a d6, and add the Leadership
score of any unit of the Clan, and add 1 for each of the Clan’s unit
which is on the map and not Exhausted [5.3]. The Rout Table will
indicate which of the following has occurred:

The Book of Five Rings.

• Rout: all units of a Clan which routs are eliminated.
• Retreat: all units of the Clan Retreat [9.3.1], and the Clan
then enters Regroup Mode.
• Seppuku: a prominent leader in the Clan commits suicide:
the effects of this are identical to a Leader Loss [11.1], but the
player chooses the unit to which the result applies. If none
of the Clan’s units has a Leadership value, add one to the
‘Bundori’ score.
• No effect
When you have come to grips and are striving together with
the enemy, and you realise that you can not advance, you “soak
in” and become one with the enemy. You can win by applying
a suitable technique while you are mutually entangled.

The Book of Five Rings.
11.13. Advance after combat: When a unit is eliminated or
forced to retreat as part of combat, the unit’s opponent may or
must advance into the vacated hex, depending on its Mode. A unit
belonging to a Clan in Attack Mode must always advance after
combat. A unit belonging to a Clan in Defense Mode may choose
whether to advance. A unit belonging to a Clan in Regroup or
Move Mode may not advance after combat. ZOCs do not prevent
an advance after combat.

13 ｰ Fortress and sieges
Note: the rules for assaulting fortresses and sieges are not used in
the historical scenario [17] . They can therefore be ignored until
players wish to try the hypothetical “what if” scenario [18].
13.1. All forms of combat in and around a fortress are resolved
on a separate map, known as the Fortress Map. This map depicts
the fortress, and it is divided into Areas, linked to one another by
lines, known as Lines of Attack. A Defense Score is marked on the
map wherever a Line of Attack touches an Area: this measures the
difficulty in overcoming this Area via this Line of Attack. If a single
Defense Score is mentioned on the edge of an Area where several
Lines of Attack converge, then each Line of Attack has the same
Score. A combat which takes place entirely within a Peripheral
Area is considered to have a Defense Score of zero.
13.2. Areas: There are two sorts of Area: Interior Areas (marked
on the map with a square) and the Base Areas (the center of the
fortress, and the 3 Exterior Areas). Each Exterior Area is identified
by a letter (a, b, c) indicating the hex on the map with which it is
linked. Initially, the besieged player’s Base Area is the center of the
fortress, and the attacker’s Base Area is an Exterior Area. But the
situation may vary during the battle, and both the besieged and
the attacking player may have more than one Base Area.
13.3. The fortress (Fort Kaizu): The hex on the main map that
contains the Kaizu fort has special rules. The cost of entering
the hex is 3 MP. Contrary to [10.3], there is no stacking limit in
the hex: it may contain several units from each side. If the hex is
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occupied by an enemy unit, any unit wishing to enter the hex must
belong to a Clan in Attack Mode. Units in this hex do not exert a
ZOC [5.2] and may not leave the hex unless their Clan is no longer
in Attack Mode and Retires [13.8].
13.4. Attacker and besieged: Players do not use the units in
the Fort Kaizu hex to resolve the battle. Instead, the units of both
armies are represented on the Fortress Map in an abstract way
through 3 values – Manpower, Out of Combat and Siege Actions –
and the use of Control Markers.
13.4.1. Manpower
The Manpower score is equal to the sum of the Elan and Mass
of units which are in Good Order or Shaken [5.3]. Changes in the
Manpower score are recorded by moving the Manpower marker
along the Manpower track.

Design Note: This value represents the forces of combat units that
are in the fortress hex but not yet participating in combat. The value
will vary as the player commits his troops, loses men and receives
reinforcements.
13.4.2. Out of Combat
The Out of Combat score is equal to the sum of the Elan and Mass
of units which are Disrupted or Exhausted [5.3]. Changes in the
Out of Combat score are recorded by moving the Out of Combat
marker along the Out of Combat track.
Design Note: This value represents the strength of units in the
fortress hex which are scattered, disorganized or otherwise
unavailable for combat. This value will change over time through
Rallies and combats.
13.4.3. Siege Actions
This value is calculated for a player when the ‘Combat’ Compulsory
Activation Chit [9.3.3] is drawn from the Selection Bowl. It is equal
to 1 plus the sum of the Firepower characteristics of all units in the
fortress hex, plus the Leadership value of any one of the player’s
units in the fortress hex. When this Activation Chit is drawn, the
player can undertake a number of siege activities [13.6.1] equal to
his Siege Actions score.

Design Note: This value represents the activity of the forces and
their commander. It depends on the number of troops with the
ability to fire weapons, as they can provide cover for assault troops,
or prepare an assault or a diversion.
13.4.4. Control Markers
There can be at most one Control Marker in an Area, except the
Peripheral Areas, which can contain Control Markers belonging
to both armies. Placing a Control Marker on the Fortress Map
reduces the player’s Manpower score by 1 [13.4.1].

Design Note: These markers represent the men actively involved in
the fight for the fortress
13.5. Beginning of a siege:
To attack a fort occupied by an enemy Clan, a Clan must be in
Attack Mode, and its units must enter the fortress hex [13.3]. At
this point, calculate the Manpower and Out of Combat values for
both sides and mark these on the appropriate tracks. The player
who has been besieged can then place Control Markers in his
base area and other areas of his choice, spending one Manpower
point per marker. The attacker can then place Control Markers in
his Base Area (the Exterior Area which is linked to the hex from
which the attacking units arrived) and, if desired, in Areas which
are connected to his Base Area by an uninterrupted sequence of
Areas free of enemy Control Markers, spending one Manpower
point per marker.
13.6. Resolving the siege: Clans participating in the siege are
activated only by the ‘Combat’ [9.3.3] or ‘Rally’ [9.3.1] Compulsory
Activation Chits, as described in [13.6.1]. Clan Activation Chits
corresponding to the Clans participating in the siege can be used
only to try to change Mode [6.4].
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Note: this would be done only if the player wished the Clan to
abandon the siege [13.8].
13.6.1. ‘Combat’ Chit and Siege Activities
If the ‘Combat’ Compulsory Activation Chit is drawn, the player
whose Chit is drawn determines his Siege Actions score [13.4.3]. He
can then perform various Siege Activities (detailed below), paying
one Siege Action point for each Activity. Unused Action points
are not accumulated but are lost. The possible siege activities are:
Move Troops, Conduct an Assault, Fire!, and Rally the Troops.
• Move Troops: The player can place Control Markers in the Areas
connected to his Base Area by an uninterrupted sequence of Areas
free of enemy Control Markers (reduce the Manpower score by 1
for each marker placed).
• Conduct an Assault: The player chooses an Area containing
an enemy Control Marker which is adjacent to at least one Area
occupied by a friendly Control Marker [13.4.4]. Both players roll
a d6. The attacker adds the number of friendly Control Markers
adjacent to the target Area, and his Sacrifice score (see below).
The defender adds the lowest Defense Scores value of the Lines of
Attack used by the attacker, and his Sacrifice score. The result is
determined as follows:
- If the attacker’s total is greater than the defender’s, then
the defender’s Control Marker is removed from the Area,
and the defender’s Out of Combat score is increased by one.
The attacker can then place a Control Marker in the vacated
Area, either by moving one of his Control Markers involved
in the attack, or by placing a new Marker (and reducing his
Manpower score by one).
Exception: a defender’s last Control Marker is not removed unless
his Manpower value has fallen to zero.
- If the defender’s total is greater than the attacker’s, then divide
the difference between the scores by 2 and round up. This
gives the total losses, which must be taken either by removing
some or all of the Control Markers that were involved in the
assault, or by reducing the attacker’s Manpower score.
- If a tie, then the attacker must remove a Control Marker that
was involved in the assault or lose one point of Manpower. In
addition, he adds a point to his Out of Combat score. If, after
this, the attacker still has at least one Control Marker adjacent
to the Area which was attacked, he may choose to Sacrifice an
additional Manpower point in order to push the assault. In this
case, the attack is considered successful unless the defending
player also Sacrifices a Manpower point, in which case the
result is still a tie, and there is no additional effect.
Sacrifice: during an assault, players have the opportunity to
Sacrifice Manpower points in order to modify their d6, or to avoid
losing a position after a tie. Players announce the value of their
Sacrifice (neither player’s Sacrifice value can exceed the number of
Control Markers which the attacker has committed to the attack)
and reduce their Manpower score accordingly. Other than in a
tie, Sacrifices must be announced before the dice are thrown, but
players take it in turns to Sacrifice additional troops (attacker first,
but continuing until neither player wishes to Sacrifice any more
forces or the maximum permitted Sacrifice has been reached by
the two players).

Example: Player A is attacking an Area which is adjacent to three
friendly Control Markers. He announces that he is Sacrificing a
point of Manpower. After this announcement, Player B decides to
Sacrifice a point too. Player A may then decide to Sacrifice another;
if he does, Player B has another opportunity to Sacrifice a point. ....
This continues until the players no longer want to increase their
Sacrifice value, or both players have reached a Sacrifice level of
three.
Advantage: before the resolution of the attack, the attacker (only)
may declare an Advantage. By spending one of his Siege Action
points, he can get a modifier of +1 to his d6. Only One Advantage
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may be declared for each attack.
• Fire!: The attacking player chooses an Area containing an enemy
Control Marker which is adjacent to at least one Area occupied
by a friendly Control Marker (see [13.4.4]). The attacker throws
a d6 to which he adds the number of friendly Control Markers
adjacent to the Area under attack, and subtracts the smallest
Defense Score of the Lines of Attack used for this action. If the
result is greater than or equal to 4, then the defending player
must first either remove the Control Marker or lose one point of
Manpower and, second, increase his Out of Combat score by 1.
• Rally the troops: This action allows the player to reduce his Out
of Combat score by one, and increase his Manpower score by 1.
13.6.2. Rally Chit
When the ‘Rally’ Compulsory Activation Chit is drawn, both
players roll a d6 for each of their Out of Combat points:
• On a roll of 1 or 2, reduce the Out of Combat score by 1 (this
point is effectively eliminated);
• If the result is 3 or 4, nothing happens;
• If the result is 5 or 6, reduce the Out of Combat score by 1
and increase the Manpower score by 1.
13.7. Reinforcements: Either player can send additional units
into the fortress hex. Such units must be part of a Clan which is
in Attack Mode. When a unit of a Clan in Attack Mode enters the
fortress hex, the sum of the Elan and Mass scores is added either
to the player’s Manpower score (if the unit is in Good Order or
Shaken) or to the player’s ‘Out of Combat’ score (if the unit is
Disorganised or Exhausted) [13.4]. The player who controls that
unit may then place Control Markers in the Exterior Area which
has just been entered, and, if desired, in any areas connected to
the Exterior Area by a continuous sequence of Areas free of enemy
Control Markers. Reduce the Manpower score by 1 for each marker
placed on the map.
A player can not send part of a Clan to reinforce a siege: all nonEliminated units of the Clan must be moved into the fortress hex
in the same Activation.
13.8. Lifting a siege: To Retire or withdraw a Clan from a siege, the
player controlling the Clan must have at least one Control Marker
in at least one of the Peripheral Areas. Given this condition, then,
when the Clan is no longer in Attack Mode, the player must reduce
the Manpower score by an amount equal to the sum of the Elan
and Mass values of the units which are in Good Order or Shaken
[see 13.4.1], and it must reduce the Out of Combat score by an
amount equal to the sum of the Elan and Mass values of the units
which are Disorganised or Exhausted [13.4.2]. The units are then
placed on the main battle map in the hex(es) associated with the
Exterior Area(s) chosen by the player for the withdrawal, and in
adjacent hexes if necessary. This ends their movement.

Example: A Clan in Takeda’s army consists of a Shaken unit (Élan:
1, Mass: 2) and an Exhausted Unit (Élan: 2, Mass: 2). It decides to
withdraw from the siege of Fort Kaizu. There is a Takeda Control
Marker in Peripheral Area (b). The Takeda player reduces the
Manpower value by 3 (for the Shaken unit) and the Out of Combat
values by 4 (for the Exhausted unit), then places the units in the two
hexes connected to the Peripheral Area (b).
A player who is removing a Clans may remove a Control Marker
instead of a point of Manpower. This can only happen if the
Control Marker is connected to the Peripheral Area chosen for the
withdrawal by an uninterrupted sequence of Areas free of enemy
Control Markers.

Example (continued): The Takeda player identified above needs to
reduce his Manpower score by 3. Depending on how the siege is
progressing, he may be able to remove one, two or three Control
Markers from the fortress map to prevent his Manpower score from
falling.
A player may not withdraw part of a Clan from a siege: all

non-Eliminated units of the Clan must retire during the same
Activation.
13.9. End of the siege: If one player has no more Control Markers
on the fortress map, and a Manpower score of zero, then all the
units on that side who participated in the siege (and therefore
were present in the fortress hex) have been eliminated.
The winner adds together his Manpower score, Out of Combat
score, and the number of Control Markers on the fortress map.
This gives his Survivor score. He then needs to choose which
of the units that participated in the assault (and therefore who
are in the fortress hex) he would like to keep, and which (if any)
will be eliminated. The player can choose any number of units
who will be kept provided the total of the Elan and Mass of these
units is no greater than the Survivor score. Any units left over
are eliminated. Then, among the units which are to be kept, the
player must choose some whose combined total of Elan and Mass
is at least as great as the Out of Combat score: these units become
Disorganized, and any others are in Good Order. Finally, for all the
units that have suffered two or more losses (i.e. are Disorganized
or Eliminated), roll to see whether any leaders have died as if they
had participated in combat [11.11].

Example: The player Uesugi has taken control of Fort Kaizu. His
Manpower score is 8, his Out of Combat score is 5, and he has 7
Control Markers. This makes a Survivor Score of 20. He chooses to
keep 5 units whose combined Elan and Mass scores total 19. One
unit, with an Elan of 2 and a Mass of 3, is Disorganised, and the
others are in Good Order.
At their next activation, the Clans in the fortress hex can move
following the normal rules.
When meeting calamities or difficult situations, it is not enough
to simply say that one is not at all flustered. When meeting
difficult situations, one should dash forward bravely and with
joy. It is the crossing of a single barrier and is like the saying,
“The more the water, the higher the boat.”
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14 ｰ Optional Rule – The more the water, the higher the boat
14.1. When one army is gaining the upper hand, the other army
may invoke a heroic samurai. When the Victory Point Marker is
increased and crosses a ‘Samurai’ line marked on the Victory Point
Track, the army associated with the color of this line can bring his
Samurai marker into play: place the Marker in the Selection Bowl.
14.2. When the Samurai Marker is drawn, the player can place it
on any one of its units. The Clan who owns this unit can:
• try immediately to Rally [12.1] the chosen unit (even if it is in a
ZOC, and even if the Clan is not in Regroup Mode)
• or automatically enter Attack Mode and be activated as if the
Clan Activation Chit had been drawn [9.4].
14.3. The Samurai marker has a Leadership value of 1 and operates
as a normal Leader. It is removed from the map in 3 cases: if it is
killed [11.11], if the host unit is eliminated, or if the unit ever ends
a turn NOT in an enemy’s ZOC.

Kawanakajima 1561
15 ｰ End of the game and victory conditions
“I never knew about winning from beginning to end,
but only about not being behind in a situation.”

Uesugi Kenshin cited in Hagakure
15.1. During the battle, victory points (VP) can be won by both
players. The difference in VPs is recorded on the Victory Point
Track on the map: when a player earns a VP, move the Victory
Point Marker 1 space toward his end of the Track (this may trigger
a Samurai [14.1]). If the marker is in the zero space, then it means
both players have earned the same number of VPs.
The end of the game and the victory conditions depend on the
scenario being played.
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Clan A of both armies are not subject to the Rout test [11.12]. If
the result on the Rout Table for Clan A is a Rout, treat this as a
Retreat or a Seppuku result (Kenshin and Shingen will only carry
out Seppuku if the player wishes: he will, of course, lose the game,
but he will avoid dishonor).
16.5. Fatigue
In turn 8 and in subsequent turns, the turn ends as soon as the
two ‘Combat’ Compulsory Activation Chits have been drawn. This
simulates the exhaustion felt by the two armies towards the end
of day.
In large-scale strategy, people are always under the impression
that the enemy is strong, and so tend to become cautious.
But if you have good soldiers, and if you understand
the principles of strategy, and if you know how to
beat the enemy, there is nothing to worry about.

The Book of Five Rings.

16 ｰ Specific rules for Kawanakajima 1561
16.1. Scale
A hex is 200 meters across. One point of Elan or Mass corresponds
to about 100 soldiers.
16.2. Mount Saijo
In both scenarios, this wooded mountain is occupied by troops who
are due to move to the plain to face their opponent. Mount Saijo
is considered to be off the map, but it is connected to four Entry
Points on the map, A, B, C and D. Each entry area also contains
a number: this denotes the turn on which units using that Entry
Point area will appear.
The player who controls Mount Saijo at the start of the game
must write down (on a sheet of paper) the Entry Point of each
of his Clans. The Clans are then placed on the appropriate Entry
Points at the start of the Command Phase of the turn they are
due to appear. The normal rules then apply to movement: each
Entry Point is adjacent to several hexes on the map. Clans placed
in Entry Points are in Move Mode.
The black hex border indicates the boundary between the Entry
Points and the normal hexes on the map.
16.3. Activating off-map Clans
This rule may be used to activate the Clans under the command
of Kosaka Masanobu in the historical scenario, and of Uesugi
Kenshin in the hypothetical scenario. To determine where on the
Delay Track the Clan Activation Chits should be put [8.3], calculate
the number of hexes between the general (Kosaka Masanobu in
the historical scenario and Uesugi Kenshin in the hypothetical
scenario) and the nearest Entry Point. If the Clan is due to enter
from another Entry Point, add 10 hexes for each successive Entry
Point.
Example: In the historical scenario, Clan N of Takeda’s army has
arrived at Entry Point ‘A’ at the start of turn 2. The closest Entry
Point to Kosaka Masanobu is `C’, which is 6 hexes away. If the
Takeda player wishes to activate Clan N, the Clan Activation Token
for Clan N must be placed in the ‘2’ box (6 + 10 + 10 = 26 hexs)
on the Delay Track, and so will not appear in the Selection Bowl
until turn 4.
16.4. Kenshin - Shingen
If Takeda Shingen is killed, Uesugi Kenshin wins an automatic
victory.
If Uesugi Kenshin is killed, Takeda Shingen wins an automatic
victory.

17 ｰ The historical scenario
17.1. Set up
The initial units of the Clans of both armies set up as marked on
the map (the letter indicates the Clan, and the color indicates the
army). Uesugi Kenshin can choose a Battle Plan for his army [7.1],
and this is active at the start of the battle. Takeda Shingen’s army
(including Kosaka Masanobu’s contingent) may not use a Battle
Plan at all in this game (but see [17.6.2]).

Historical note: Uesugi Kenshin adopted the Battle Plan ‘ Kuruma
Gakari’. Shingen had placed his army in ‘Kokuyoku’, but Kenshin’s
assault took the army by surprise and they were not able to
implement the Battle Plan.
Clans A to L are under the direct command of Takeda Shingen, and
start the game in Defense Mode [6.5]. Clans belonging to Kosaka
Masanobu’s contingent (Clans M to T) enter play following the
rules for Mount Saijo [16.2].
In turn 1, the units of Uesugi Kenshin have a +2 modifier to the
Column Score when attacking units in Clans A to L of Takeda
Shingen’s army.

Historical note: The army of Takeda Shingen was taken by surprise
in the plain.
17.2. Command Points
Both Takeda Shingen and Kosaka Masanobu can receive
Command Points, and so the Command Point Table on the Honjin
of the player commanding Takeda’s army [8.2] has more than one
column (there are also different columns for different turns of the
game). The Takeda player determines the CP received for each
commander by rolling a separate die for each. Any modifier from
the Bundori score applies as normal to both rolls. Clans A to L can
only be activated with the CP received by Takeda Shingen. Clans
M to T can be activated with the CPs of either Kosaka Masanobu
or Takeda Shingen. When Kosaka Masanobu’s CPs are used, use
the distance between the Clan and Kosaka Masanobu to determine
whether the Clan Activation Chit is placed on the Delay Track or
not.
17.3. Uesugi Kenshin’s Reinforcements
If 3 or more units of Uesugi Kenshin’s army have been eliminated
or routed, the Kenshin army player may choose to have Clan N
enter the game [8.3], by placing its Clan N chit in the `3’ box on
the Delay Track. The Clan will then enter the game at the start of
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the third turn following this decision. At that point, place the Clan
on the hex marked with the Uesugi symbol on the map. The Clan
is in Move Mode.

Game notes: This represents Uesugi Kenshin recalling troops which
he had assigned to the defense of the baggage train.
17.4. Ei! Ei! - O! O!
In the Activation Phase of the first turn, draw Activation Chits
normally, but if the Chit is not a Clan Activation Chit for Uesugi’s
army, then the Chit has no effect. Do not replace the Chit in the
Selection Bowl: if the Chit is a Compulsory Activation Chit, then it
does count towards the end of the turn. This rule ceases to apply
after a Clan Activation Chit of Uesugi’s army has been drawn.

Note: This helps simulate that Takeda Shingen’s army was taken
by surprise.
17.5. Victory

18.3. Victory
The game ends at the end of the 12th turn unless an Automatic
Victory occurs before then. Each side gets 1 VP for each point of
Élan and Leadership eliminated in combat. Each time control of
Fort Kaizu changes hands, award 8 VPs to the side which now
controls it. If the VP difference between the two players at the
end of the game is less than or equal to 4, the game is a draw.
Otherwise, the side with the highest score wins.

19 ｰ Historical Notes

The game ends at the end of the 10th turn unless an Automatic
Victory [16.4] is achieved earlier. During the game, each side gets
1 VP for each point of Élan and Leadership of enemy units which
are eliminated in combat. If the difference in VPs between the
two players is less than or equal to 4, the game ends in a draw.
Otherwise, the side with the highest score wins.

Game notes: The intention of the two commanders was simple:
destroy the military capability of their adversary. Historically, the
losses were significant, but balanced. Uesugi Kenshin was forced to
withdraw, but the war between the two factions continued.

Edo (now Tokyo)

Kyoto

17.6. Variations & Options
Use any or all of these variants if both players agree.
17.6.1 Yamamoto Kansuke One time in the game only, the Takeda
player can use Kansuke by announcing “Yamamoto Kansuke”
when a Clan Activation Chit or a Specific Activation Chit is drawn
from the Selection Bowl. This chit is then placed on the ‘1’ box of
the Delay Track. This option grants 2 VPs to the Uesugi player.

17.6.3 Alternative deployment for Uesugi Kenshin: The Uesugi
player can choose one of the Clans (but not Clan N) to deploy
along with Clan M. This Clan must be located to the west of the
river with at least one unit adjacent to a unit of Clan M.

Echigo
Uesugi

Chik
um
ag

17.6.2 A battle plan for Takeda Shingen: Before the start of the
game, the Takeda player can choose a Battle Plan for his army.
The plan is not active at the start of the game but the player may
activate it according to [7.2]. Regardless of what Battle Plan is
chosen, Clans A to L still start in Defense Mode and no Defensive
Position Markers [11.8] can be received.

Katsugayama

Katsurao

a
aw
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Murakami
Ogawara

Shinano

18 ｰ The hypothetical scenario
18.1. Set up
Clan M of Takeda Shingen’s army is placed in the Fort Kaizu hex in
Defense Mode. The other Clans are placed at the player’s discretion
so as to form a column on each side of the red line in the west
corner of the map, with three units left over as reinforcements.
These three units enter when the `move’ Compulsory Activation
Chit is drawn: place them on the 3 map-edge hexes marked with
Takeda’s symbol when this happens, after which they can move
normally. All Clans except Clan M start the game in Move Mode.

Suwa
Kofu

Kai

Takeda

The Clans of the Uesugi Kenshin’s army enter according to [16.2].
18.2. Battle plans and Command Points
Before the start of the game, both players choose a Battle Plan
for their army. Neither Plan is active at the start of the game, and
both may be activated according to [7.2]. Uesugi Kenshin can
accumulate CPs to activate his Plan even though his unit is offmap. Takeda Shingen can accumulate CPs if at least one enemy
unit is on an actual hex of the map (Entry Points do NOT count) .
The Kosaka Masanobu’s contingent is fully integrated into Takeda
Shingen’s army, and it does not receive CPs in its own right.

The disorder that plagued Japan for 150 years in the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries is largely linked to the clumsiness and
incompetence of the Shogun Ashikaga Yoshimasa (1435 - 1490).
Initially, with no heir of his own, he named his brother to succeed
him. But eventually he had a son, and, under pressure from his
wife, appointed him as his legitimate successor.
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At that time, two rival factions were sparring repeatedly: the
Yamana and the Hosokawa. Each argued in favour of one of the
successors, and they started a war in order to impose their own
candidate. Through Yoshimasa’s complete lack of interest, the war
dragged on for ten years and led to the ruin of Kyoto, the capital.
Much worse, the official end of the war was in fact the start of an
era of continuous struggles between the lords of Japan: the era of
Sengoku or Sengoku Jidai.
It was a fragmented era, and the lords of the provinces (Daimyos
in Japanese), began a struggle to enlarge their territories and
consolidate their power; misery and chaos descended upon
Japan, and led to the birth of social movements; some religious
sects even used the peasants’ misfortunes to turn themselves into
powerful military forces. But the clashes also brought their share
of betrayals and conspiracies, causing the collapse of traditional
Japanese society, based on allegiance to the ruling families ; for
their part, the minor lords/nobles (Kokujins in Japanese) formed
ever-shifting alliances as circumstances changed, making the
position of the Daimyos fragile.
But from chaos and destruction emerged the three men who would
bring about the historic unification of the Japanese archipelago:
Oda Nobunaga, Toyotomi Hideyoshi, and Tokugawa Ieyasu. The
latter managed to put an end to the Sengoku era, and isolated Japan
from the outside world for the next two and a half centuries.
The Shinano
Until the early 1550s, the province of Shinano separated the
territories of the Uesugi and Takeda families. Unlike the Kai
province, ruled by the Takeda clan, the province of Shinano was
not governed by a single clan. Instead, It was split into small
territories each fiercely defended by samurai families (like the
Murakami, for example).
Takeda Shingen’s father, Nobutora, had invaded Shinano in 1536 to
secure his frontier. Shingen repeated this in 1542 to demonstrate
his might to the families of southern Shinano.
During the years that followed, Shingen launched other campaigns,
focusing his efforts increasingly on northern Shinano. But in
1548, at the Battle of Uedahara, Takeda’s army was thwarted
by Murakami Yoshikyo. Murakami’s forces seem to have used
firearms from China which proved extremely effective against
Takeda’s cavalry. These firearms were probably rudimentary:
Murakami’s orders that day were to shoot, throw away the gun,
and then continue the fight with swords. Takeda’s advance was
halted, but his influence in southern Shinano was not diminished.
In 1550, Takeda Shingen took up again the struggle against the
center of the Shinano. This time, he started by besieging the
fortress of Toishi, the key point on the road to Murakami’s capital
city, Katsurao. However, despite repeated and violent assaults,
the fortress held out; Murakami took advantage of the retreat
of Takeda’s army to surprise the rearguard, thereby diminishing
Takeda’s prestige.
However, these two defeats at the hand of Murakami did not
deter Takeda Shingen. In 1551, the fortress of Toishi was taken,
opening the road to Katsurao, which fell in the following year.
Murakami was forced to flee to the north where Uesugi Kenshin
granted him refuge. The Shinano was now under the domination
of Takeda from the south to the plains of Kawanakajima, very
close to Uesugi’s province, Echigo.
Kawanakajima
Kawanakajima is a great plain, crossed by the river Chikumagawa
and surrounded by mountains. To get there, Takeda had to use
mountain passes each guarded by strongholds. The route from
Kawanakajima through the mountains to Katsugayama, Uesugi’s
capital, was very similar.
The war for Shinano now moved to another phase. It no longer
involved the mighty Takeda overcoming numerous, unimportant,
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warlords: it became a conflict between two clans, each headed by
a powerful warlord and each determined not to lose any inch of
ground. Immediately after the fall of Katsurao, Uesugi Kenshin
formed an army with the aim of stopping Takeda as he approached
Echigo. Crossing the plain of Kawanakajima, he met Takeda’s army
at Hachiman, to the south of the plain, on the Chikumagawa river.
Kenshin seems to have got the better of this skirmish, and Takeda
decided to turn back. Murakami pursued him as well as he could,
and recaptured his former fortress Shioda. But winter put an end
to this campaign.
In 1553, Takeda tried again. Not to approach Echigo by way of
crossing Kawanakajima, but to stop Murakami’s resistance. His
advance was dazzling, and Murakami had to flee again. All his
strongholds fell to the hands of his enemy and were pillaged.
Takeda then encountered Uesugi Kenshin at Fuse in October 1553,
most likely while pursuing Murakami Yoshikyo to the north,. This
was the first battle of Kawanakajima. Kenshin again got the better
of his opponent, and pursued Takeda south, even managing to win
a third battle, at the Chikumagawa river crossing at Hachiman.
But Uesugi’s advance into southern Shinano was limited because
Shingen launched bloody raids which slowed him down. Once
again, winter came, and brought an end to the campaign, Uesugi
Kenshin, however, had penetrated deep into the Shinano: now he
could wait for Takeda on his terms.
But Takeda Shingen returned in an unexpected manner in 1555.
North of Kawanakajima, an important Buddhist temple, Zenkoji,
was controlled by a supporter of Shingen. The high priest allowed
Takeda to take a position to the north of Kawanakajima: the Castle
of Asahiyama, which Shingen defended with a few thousand men.
Kenshim tried to capture the castle, in a battle which saw the first
recorded use of arquebusiers in the clashes between Shingen
and Kenshin. They were actually very effective, helping to repel
Kenshin and transforming what is now called the second battle of
Kawanakajima into a series of maneuvers and skirmishes during
which neither of the protagonists took the advantage, and neither
even dared to engage. The battle failed to reach a conclusion as
both commanders saw their armies, largely composed of farmers
(samurai and ashigarus), disband.
The battle resumed in the winter of 1557. Takeda sent his army
into Shinano, taking advantage of heavy snow that blocked Uesugi
Kenshin in Echigo. Baba Nobuharu, his general, surrounded and
captured Katsurayama, Uesugi’s fortress built to look over the
Zenkoji temple. Legend has it that this fortress was supplied with
water from a well outside its walls. To conceal the fact that there
was no source of water within the walls, the besieged forces used a
huge quantity of rice, and made it flow like water. But a traitor told
Baba Nobuharu the truth – that there was no water source within
the fortress – so he captured the true water source, and assaulted
the castle. The besieged stood little chance, and the siege ended in
a horrific bloodbath, even for the standards of the time.
This time, Takeda gave the order to advance further north. He
decided to threaten the roads to Echigo. In spring, therefore, he
took the fortress of Nagahama which had belonged to the Shimazu
clan. Once again, refugees poured into Echigo. Kenshin’s reaction
was immediate. We still have some of his correspondence relating
to his reaction to Takeda’s approach: “My army will oppose him,
and I, Kagetora [Kenshin’s name before he was called Kenshin], am
ready for war now. Despite the snow, and all the other difficulties,
we will prepare for war, night and day. I am determined. It is my
time to perform an honorable task.”
Uesugi’s army set off immediately, hoping to win a decisive battle
against Takeda. Meanwhile, Takeda’s vanguard had been steadily
moving north, and had attacked one of the frontier posts of Echigo.
But Uesugi positioned himself north of Kawanakajima, hoping to
draw Takeda away from his bases. Takeda was cautious, though,
and remained in his camp. So Uesugi tried to provoke his opponent
by launching a series of deadly raids in Takeda’s territories. But
even this did not provoke a response from Takeda. At least, there
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appeared to be no response: in fact, he had sent a detachment
under the command of Yamagata Masakage into another valley
further west. When Kenshin learned that Takeda had attacked
and took another border post of Echigo in his rear, even he had
to admit that his only option was to withdraw from the Shinano.
When Kenshin withdrew, Takeda Shingen released his mounted
samurai, and this let to the third battle of Kawanakajima. In fact,
it was only a combat between the vanguard of Takeda’s army and
the rearguard of Uesugi’s.
Kenshin had been looking for a decisive battle, but nothing of the
sort took place. Takeda had continued to advance during the year
thanks to his presence on the border of Echigo. And so the conflict
between the two Daimyos started again, four years later, in 1561.
That year Uesugi Kenshin became the Kanrei of Kanto. He took the
opportunity to make a show of force against another Clan (Hojo)
by attacking one of its strongholds. Obviously, Takeda Shingen
could not remain indifferent to this conflict, and he allied himself
to the Hojos and launched an attack on the borders of Echigo.
Uesugi then assembled a large army to oppose Takeda’s new
threat. This time, he took the initiative, and he crossed the plain
of Kawanakajima to make camp on Mount Saijo, which dominated
the plain. This was an obvious threat to Takeda’s new castle, Fort
Kaizu.
Takeda learnt of his opponent’s aggressive behavior thanks
to a system of signaling through fire beacons. He immediately
mobilized his army and marched as quickly as possible towards
the plain of Kawanakajima. He did not go directly to Fort Kaizu,
but made camp on the west bank of the Chikumagawa, up in the
hills where he could observe Uesugi Kenshin. Once more, the
two armies were lined up against each other, well-matched, and
seeking a confrontation, but each well aware that they needed
some way of getting the upper hand, or they would risk losing
everything in battle.
Five days after arriving in Kawanakajima, Takeda decided to join
his garrison at Fort Kaizu, so his army marched across the plain of
Kawanakajima, crossed the Chikumagawa by the ford of Hiroba,
and reinforced the garrison, all in full view of Kenshin’s army.
This move cut Uesugi’s army off from its bases, and Kenshin’s
generals advised him to attack while Takeda’s army was on the
march. But Kenshin refused, and spent the day reading poetry.
(The hypothetical scenario explores what might have happened if
Kenshin had attacked that day).
Yamamoto Kansuke was one of Takeda Shingen’s best generals.
He came up with the plan known as the Green Woodpecker: a
force would make a surprise attack on Kenshin’s camp at dawn.
The idea was that this would cause Uesugi’s army to panic, and
retreat back to Echigo. The rest of Takeda’s army would then catch
Uesugi’s army in full flight. The plan was similar to the technique
used by the green woodpecker, which strikes the tree trunk with
its beak to make the worms and caterpillars leave their holes in
the wood, whereupon they are eaten. Takeda agreed to this plan.
On the night of 18 October 1561, Kosaka Masanobu left with
12,000 men and headed for Mount Saijo. Shingen, with the 8,000
other men, positioned himself on the road he thought Uesugi would
use to retreat; Fort Kaizu was left almost completely deserted.
Legend says that Uesugi Kenshin had noticed that the campfires
were brighter than usual that evening, and he concluded that an
attack was imminent (either that, or he had spies in Takeda’s camp),
and so he also set off with his army that same night, also in silence.
His army moved down the Saijosan, crossed the Chikumagawa by
a ford – presumably unknown to Takeda – and crossed the plain
of Kawanakajima. He kept 1,000 men at the ford by Amakasu.
The plain was very foggy that morning, and so Kenshin’s army
suddenly appeared out of nowhere, right in front of the Shingen,
and his force of 8,000 men.
As Kosaka Masanobu arrived at Kenshin’s camp at the top of Saijosan
and discovered it to be deserted, battle commenced down in the
plain below. Kosaka Masanobu quickly went back down the hill,

dispersed Uesugi’s soldiers at Amakasu, crossed the Chikumagawa
and went on to engage Uesugi in a pincer movement.
Meanwhile, Takeda Shingen’s army, in some disarray, was being
repeatedly charged by samurai from Echigo. Kakizaki Kageie led
the first charge against the contingent of Nobushige Takeda,
Shingen’s brother, who died early on in the battle. Uesugi’s plan was
for a succession of charges and retreats, with the clans alternating
to maintain a consistent pressure on the enemy: Swirling Winds
(Kuruma Gakari). And so, after the charge, Kakizaki retired, and
another clan took up the attack: Takemata Hirotsuna attacked
Naito Masatoyo and Morozumi Masakiyo, Takeda Shingen’s uncle.
Then Takemata was relieved; all the while, Shingen tried somehow
to keep a cohesive defensive line.
The shock of these repeated charges led to considerable disorder
in Takeda’s army, and Uesugi Kenshin and others (including Nakajo
Fujisuke) even entered Takeda’s Honjin, and attacked him as he sat
on his command stool. Shingen didn’t even have time to draw his
sword, and had to parry with his war fan. The attackers retreated
rapidly, leaving Shingen with a light wound. It is not absolutely
certain whether Kenshin himself fought with Shingen, but the
iconography often shows a duel between the two Daimyos.
Shortly after, Yamamoto Kansuke, having realized that his plan
had brought disaster upon his commander, left Takeda’s Honjin,
took a spear and led a heroic charge. Injured more than 80 times,
he eventually withdrew in order to commit seppuku.
Some time later, Morozumi Masakiyo also fell under the blows of
Uesugi’s forces. But despite the carnage, Takeda’s line held firm:
Anayama Nobukimi and other samurai even began a counterattack which routed Shibata Harunaga. And soon after, Kosaka
Masanobu’s forces arrived and attacked Uesugi’s right flank. This
completely swung the balance towards Takeda: Uesugi’s men, tired
from the battle, were now outnumbered. Takeda Shingen now took
the initiative; Yamamoto Kansuke’s plan had finally succeeded,
albeit in an unpredicted fashion. In the fighting, Takeda’s men
even managed to recover the heads of Nobushige and Morozumi
Masakiyo, which had been destined to be paraded in Echigo as
trophies.
Uesugi Kenshin retired, but Takeda’s army, exhausted from the
fighting, was unable to pursue. Takeda held a ceremony where
the sources speak of more than 3,000 heads being displayed as
trophies; whether true or not, losses were certainly very heavy on
both sides.
Afterwards, both sides claimed victory; but the history books tell
us that Takeda was the winner, marginally. But there are many
aspects of this battle which, if played out differently, would have
led to very different outcomes. For example, how did Uesugi
Kenshin know Takeda’s plan so accurately? Why did Takeda’s
army embark on their battle plan without first checking that
Uesugi was still encamped on the Saijosan? Why did Kenshin not
guard the ford which allowed Masanobu to help his Daimyo?
The fourth battle of Kawanakajima killed many men of Echigo,
Kai and Shinano, but it was not the decisive battle that Uesugi and
Takeda desired. Three years later, in 1564, a fifth Kawanakajima
battle took place.
Takeda again attacked a border post between Echigo and Shinano,
and, from this position, launched raids into his enemy’s territory.
So Uesugi Kenshin set off once more. He portrayed Shingen as
disrespectful of religion, and Kenshin as the champion of tradition
and peace. Despite the big talk, though, the two armies faced each
other for a few days on the plains of Kawanakajima, but Kenshin
eventually withdrew without succeeding in bringing Takeda to
battle.
Kawanakajima continued to mark the territorial limits of both
Takeda and Uesugi. Nevertheless, the war between the lords of
Japan had to change in nature: Oda Nobunaga had brought Japan
into a new era and managed to take Kyoto, the capital, where he
imposed a Shogun favourable to his cause.
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Takeda Harunobu Shingen, the Tiger of Kai (1521-1573)
The first feat of arms displayed by Takeda Harunobu was the
capture of the fortress Umi no Kuchi. His father attacked the
fortress, but after a hard day of fighting, was beaten off. At dawn
the next day, his son led a new attack and captured it; Takeda
Harunobu was then 15 years old. This story is typical of those
that portray the Daimyo as the archetype of a great general of the
Sengoku era.
But his father did not love him, preferring instead his brother,
whom he named as his heir. So Harunobu deposed his father in
1541, and quickly became the undisputed lord of Kai, protecting
his province against the lords of Shinano, the neighboring province,
who tried to take advantage of the coup and the confusion to
steal Takeda’s possessions. For this reason, Harunobu was served
loyally and devotedly throughout his life.
Takeda Harunobu later took the Buddhist name Shingen. He was
a good administrator in his province, a fine politician, an excellent
tactician, a flamboyant character, but also ruthless, determined,
and frequently displayed considerable bravery. He ran his province
from an unfortified palace as a mark of the confidence he had in
his army. His main feats of arms were the fourth major battle of
Kawanakajima and that of Mikata Ga Hara (1571), which made the
cavalry of Kai particularly famous.
Shingen was shot and killed while besieging the fortress of Noda.
His death was kept secret for as long as possible by means of lookalikes (Kagemusha), but Shingen’s successor, Katsuyori, defeated
by Oda Nobunaga at Nagashino (1575), failed to preserve the
strength and prestige of the Takeda clan.
Uesugi Kenshin, Dragon of Echigo (1530-1578)
His name was, in fact, Nagao Kagetora. He started his military
career when 15 years old, in charge of a fortress which he defended
brilliantly and successfully. At the age of 19 years, he succeeded
his father and became Lord of Kasugayama, vassal of the Uesugi
family. But the Uesugi clan was in decline and was unable to face
the enemy of old: the Hojo family. The Daimyo Uesugi Norimasa
was therefore obliged to turn to his vassals to defend him, and
especially to the brilliant Kagetora. The latter, when his lord knelt
before him, accepted only on certain conditions: that he would
take the name of Uesugi, become the heir to the Uesugi clan, and
be the appointed delegate of the Shogun for the entire region.
All were accepted. So his renown came to him with the name of
Uesugi Kagetora.
In 1552, he took the name of Kenshin, and had to fight the Hojo
and Takeda simultaneously. Although his long struggle against the
Takeda was inconclusive, the Hojo were subdued, and an alliance
was imposed in 1564. Uesugi Kenshin was one of the few lords
to inflict a defeat on Nobunaga Oda, having trapped him in 1577.
Kenshin’s death in 1578, was certainly natural, while the legend
offers a different story: a ninja assassin sent by Nobunaga hid
under the toilet and fatally injured Kenshin from below.
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20 ｰ Designer’s notes
My intention was to develop a series of games set on the battlefields
of feudal Japan which were simple and playable with a minimum
of components (1 map, low counter density).
I wanted a game with atmosphere, which put the player at the
head of an army of samurai and ashigarus, and asked him to make
strategic and tactical choices to bring his army to victory.
The first design choice was therefore to not differentiate infantry,
cavalry and musketeers, because, in reality, the interplay between
these three arms was going on at a very small scale, and was more
the responsibility of the subalterns than the commander-in-chief.
A feudal Japanese army, split into clans each with their own
individual character, often found it hard to coordinate itself. In
game terms, this lends itself very well to the partial activation of
the army in each turn; the chaos that reigned on the battlefield
is replicated well, I think, with the random order of the chit-pull
mechanism.
Then I wanted the player to have to choose in advance what he
wanted his Clans to do. This led to the system of Modes, which
limits the player’s freedom of action. It also simulates simply, yet
without being too abstract, the action of the commander-in-chief.
He must “send orders” (ie, in the game, spend command points) to
the Clans to get them to respond. This “sending” of orders actually
corresponds to the constant passage of messengers across the
battlefield which ensured effective liaison between the General’s
Honjin and his warlords. Communication was sometimes by
semaphore, with certain signals linked to certain actions; from this
observation arose the idea of the Special Activation Chits, which
allow an army to respond more efficiently and with less delay.
The Battle Plans correspond to the combat formations of the time.
Strictly speaking, these battle plans would modify the deployment
of an army, but such a rule would have been difficult to generalize,
and of little interest in a battle such as Kawanakajima.
The Clan Activation and Special Activation Chits simulate the
intervention of the commander-in-chief on the battle, but these do
not allow for continuity of action. This resulted in the Compulsory
Activation Chits, which allow Clans to pursue their objectives
without further interventions from the general.
Having created this architecture, I wanted a single system to resolve
fighting which could itself take many forms - a direct charge, a
defense of spears, defensive fire from firearms, encirclement - and
all without associating each unit with a particular form of arms
(cavalry, infantry, etc). From this, the skewed nature of the combat
table was developed. Depending on the nature of combat, and
according to the strengths of a unit, the result may be in the high
column number (high Elan) or the high Line part (high Mass). The
results vary on a continuous basis. Elan gives a slight advantage
over the Mass, as it was more likely to cause the opponent to
retreat, giving a more clear-cut result. In turn, Mass tends to lead
to a battle of attrition, with more casualties, but more evenly
distributed.
The fact that the game is focused on the commander-in-chief
also affected the mechanism for resolving combat: except in
special cases, players can not rely on the superiority of one
unit to overcome another. To win a melee, the players must put
themselves in a dominant position, either by superior numbers or
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through terrain, or by surprise (by attacking Clans whose Modes
are detrimental to combat) and so on. Otherwise, the result of the
combat will be beyond the control of the commander-in-chief. In
game terms, this is reflected by the highly variable nature of the
results of the Combat Table.
All the other game mechanisms are intended to be very simple (for
example: no stacking or orientation) but these often reflect the
particular circumstances of the time (lack of coordination, routing
clans, and samurai).

take or defend (in Kawanakajima, this is only in the hypothetical
scenario). It was therefore necessary to add rules allowing the
assault of fortresses. These rules are rather abstract, reflecting
a desire for simplification, but I find it interesting to have the
opportunity to follow the progress of the assailants in the maze of
forts and fortified gates which constitute Japanese castles.
The whole game gives, I think, an overview of the battles of the
era, and is exciting too. I hope that you will have as much fun with
Sengoku Jidai as I have.

In the battles of the Sengoku era, there was often a fortress to
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Examples
I The Chit for Clan B of Uesugi’s army is drawn, so Kakizaki (B) is activated. The Clan is in Attack

Mode, so it must move towards the closest enemy unit. The player chooses to move the 2 units
along the path indicated by black arrows. One unit of Takeda Clan (D) is attacked. Kakizaki is
in Attack Mode, so there is a Charge. Takeda is in Defense Mode, so there is no counter-charge.
The modifiers to the Column Score are therefore: +2 +1 (attacker’s Elan) +1 (Leadership value –
player’s choice as to whether this applies to the Column or Line Score) = +4.
The modifiers to the Line Score are: +2 +2 (attacker’s
Mass) – 1 -3 (defender’s Elan and Mass) = 0.
The dice (Column/Line) give a 4/9 modified to 8/9: d11 .
The defender’s unit takes 1 Step Loss and is now Shaken
III The Combat! Compulsory Chit for Uesugi’s
(indicated by a marker).
army is drawn. Nakajo (J) is in Attack Mode
and must move one hex towards the closest
II The Combat! Compulsory Chit for Takeda’s army
enemy unit. The player can ignore the unit in
is drawn. There are no Clans in Attack Mode in
the ZOC of Kakizaki, and so moves as shown
Takeda’s army, so no units can move. But Takeda’s
by the blue arrows. All units must then attack
units must attack enemy units in their ZOC, so
those in their ZOC, so the three same units
Takeda’a Shaken unit must attack the 2 units of
take part in another round of combat (again,
Kakizaki’s Clan.
a melee), with the following modifiers:
Neither unit moved, so it is a Melee. The modifiers
Column: +1 (defender Shaken) +1 (Attacking
are as follows:
unit’s Leadership) = +2;
Column: -1 (attacker Shaken) -1 (Leadership value
Line: +7 – 4 = +3.
of a defending unit: the player can choose whether
The dice are 8/6 giving 10/9: d1R1. The
to apply this to the Column or Line score) = -2;
defending unit suffers another Step
Line: +1 + 3 (attacker’s Elan and Mass) – 2 – 2 – 1 -2
Loss and must retreat one hex. The
(defending units’ total Elan and Mass) = -3.
unit is now Disorganised, so the
The dice are 8/9 modified to 6/6 for no effect.
Shaken Marker is removed and the
counter is flipped. Kakizaki is in
Attack Mode, and so must advance
V The Move Compulsory Activation Chit is drawn. All
into the newly-vacated hex.
Clans in both armies in Move Mode can move up to 4 MPs
without entering an enemy ZOC. Imafuku is the only Clan
in Move Mode. This is not a Clan Activation, so the Takeda
IV The Chit for Clan G of Takeda’s army is drawn. Hara
player may not try to change the Clan’s Mode. The player
is activated, and the Clan is in Defense Mode. That means
moves the unit as shown by the green arrows.
that the units cannot enter an enemy ZOC unless the enemy

I

III

V

IV

VI

unit is already in a friendly unit’s ZOC. The player therefore
attempts to change Mode to Attack. To change from Defense
to Attack Mode requires a d6 roll of 3 or more (see the Mode
Change Table). The player rolls a 5, and the Clan changes
mode: put a marker next to the Clan’s unit. He must now
move towards the closest enemy unit, and chooses to move
as shown by the red arrows.
In the Combat stage of this Activation, Hara must attack the
Kakizaki unit to which he is adjacent. Both units are in Clans in
Attack Mode, and so there is a Charge and a Counter-Charge.
The modifiers are: Column: +2 (attacker’s Elan) -1 (defender’s
Elan) = +1, and Line: +3 (Attacker’s Mass) -2 (defender’s mass)
= +1. The dice are 6/6, which is modified to 7/7, giving a1-d1.
Both units suffer a Step Loss and become Shaken.

VI The Chit for Clan J of Uesugu’s army is drawn: Nakajo is activated, and
is in Attack Mode. The units must move towards the closest enemy units.
The player can choose which unit moves first. Nakajo is able to engage
with Takeda, Hara or Imafuku, but the player decides to move as shown by
the purple arrows in order to take advantage of Hara’s inferior Status and
Imafuku’s disadvantageous Mode. The combat consists of two Charges:
one of Nakajo’s units (0-2) Charges Imafuku, and the other (2-2) Charges
Hara, who Counter-Charges.
The modifiers for the first combat are: Column: +2 (defender in Move
Mode) and Line: +2 (attacker’s Mass) – 2 (defender’s Elan and Mass) = +0.
After modification, the result is 10/7: dRR. Imafuku must retreat one hex,
and Nakajo’s unit enters the vacated hex.
In the second combat, the modifers are:
Column: +2 (attacker’s Elan) -2 (defender’s Elan) +1 (Support from
Kakizaki’s unit) +1 (defender Shaken) = +2;
Line: +2 (attacker’s Mass) -3 (defender’s Mass) = -1.
The modified roll is 12/8: d21. Hara suffers 2 Step Losses, taking the
unit from Shaken to Exhausted (flip the counter and replaced the Shaken
Marker with an Exhausted Marker).

The situation now is as shown::

VII The Clan Initiative Compulsory Activation Chit is
drawn. Some Clans are allowed to try to change Mode.
In this case, Imafuku is in a disadvantageous Mode for
combat (Move Mode) and in the ZOC of an enemy unit.
The player can therefore attempt to change to Defense
Mode, which he achieves, having rolled a 4 on a d6 (see
the Mode Change Table). The Clan is now much better
prepared for combat.
VIII The Chit for Clan J of Takeda’s army is drawn:
Imafuku is activated. Imafuku cannot move (because
only units conducting a Retreat can voluntarily leave an
enemy ZOC) and must attack the enemy unit in his ZOC.
The modifiers are now (as it is a Melee):
Column: +0;
Line: +2 (Attacker’s Elan and Mass) -2 (Defender’s Elan
and Mass) = +0.
The dice are 10/6, which has no effect.

Terrain Table

Open

Stream

Terrain
Wood
Ford

River

Cost (MP)

Open

1

Wood

2

Go up a Slope

+1

Go down a Slope
Slope
Entry Point
(from Mount Saijo)
Starting position
of Clan M of Uesugi’s army

-

Ford or stream

+1

River

Not allowed

Kaizu

3

ZOC

+2

Exterior Area

Defense Score

Interior
Area

Hex connected to the
Exterior Area c
Line of Attack

Base Area of the besieged

